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AGENDA
UNI FACULTY SENATE MEETING
Board Room, Gilchrist Hall, 3:30p.m", Monday, November 10, 1986

1.

Call to Order

2.

Announcements
2 "1
2.2

3"

4.

Request for press identification
Comments from administrative officials

Calendar
429

Report from the Educational Policies Commission
(Possibility of docketing for consideration at this meeting)

430

Report from the University Writing Committee

New/Old Business
4.1

Thank you to Professor Judith Harrington for preparing the
September 27th Faculty Senate Minutes

4.2
5.

Docket
427

367

Letter to Chair of the Senate Boots from the Chair of the
English Senate Concerning Senate Action Taken on September
24, 1986

428

368

Annual Report from the Intercollegiate Athletic Advisory Council

11111 University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614
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31 October 1986

Educational policies affect all facets of the University; thus, each
policy connects parts of the institution in ways not readily apparent. It is
also the nature of any policy to address general situations which arise.
Further, policies are not meant to, nor can they, resolve special or unique
situations. Policies within a bureaucratic institution have inertia - which
under varying conditions may be either good or bad. Educational policies at
UNI are no exception, otherwise they would change at every whim and chaos
would overtake the institution. However, to combat the negative side of this
inertia, bodies such as the University Faculty Senate and the Educational
Policies Commission have the charge to examine, and if necessary change,
policies when times require it be done. Ideally, an optimum balance should
exist between the lack of stability on the one hand and fossilization on the
other. In its review of the policies before it, the EPC has taken a somewhat
conservative stand with respect to change. Policy change should be made only
after a convincing argument can be sustained for the ~benefit to the
University. In another way of looking at this philosophy, the burden of proof
should be on those who wish to change.
The Educational Policies Commission was given the charge in the fall of
1985 to examine the policy which establishes the dates that allows students to
drop courses well into the semester without receiving a ~" and "F". The EPC
had discussions on this topic in 1985, but never made a decision as to what to
recommend to the Senate. At the beginning of this semester (Fall 86) the EPC
was reorganized and enlarged and asked to make a recommendation to the Senate
on this matter.
Because the policies regarding all changes in registration after the
beginning of classes are intimately related, the Commission took under review
this suite of policies which establish:

ggg a course after the beginning of the semester

1.

Last date one can

2.

Last date one can witbd,sw from a course without a

3.

Last date one can witbd,aw from a course without an "F"

4.

Last date one can

gbsog~

from or to an "AUDIT"

5.

Last date one can

Chang~

to or from non-graded basis

~"

On September 30, the EPC conducted an open hearing to receive testimony
from all interested parties. Written comments were received from eight
persons, in addition to Murray Austin's original petition and one letter
received after the last meeting. Five persons outside the EPC spoke at the
hearing. The minutes of the hearing and copies of the letters are filed with
the Senate secretary. Of the five dates affected by the policies under
review, only the last dates students can add, drop without a "W", and drop

...
without an "F" seem to generate any particular concern.
One week after the hearing, the Commission met to discuss the information
before it. This meeting was a free-wheeling discussion with no intent to take
action, and all members provided a wealth of opinion and viewpoints. At a
later meeting held on October 14, 1986, the Commission entertained a number of
root ions.
Most persons agree that students should be able to add or drop a course
immediately after the beginning of classes if he/she finds the course to be
quite different from what was expected. On the other hand, nearly everyone
agrees that being able to drop a course without penalty after the
final examination would be ludicrous. The difficulty comes in establishing
just where between these two extremes these dates should be established.
There are no events which would make the establishment of these dates in any
way objective. Persons have very different opinions on what these dates ought
to be, depending on their particular circumstances, educational philosophies,
and role they play in the University. Changing these dates lessens some
strains but increases others. The Commission heard arguments to make the
policies more liberal and ones to make them more restrictive. Some of the
reasons presented dealt with specific circumstances which might be better
handled in ways other than through policy change. There simply was not a
convincing line of argument presented to encourage a particular change in any
of the policies regarding these dates. The burden of proof was not met.
Therefore, the Commission recommends at this time b I •r the policies
regarding the dates of changes in registration after the beginning of classes
DQt. be changed.

Respectfully submitted by
Lynn A. Brant, Chair

---.

